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Supersymmetric field theories can be constructed that violate Lorentz and CPT symmetry. We
illustrate this with some simple examples related to the original Wess-Zumino model.
A major development in fundamental theoretical
physics during the last century has been the understand-
ing of the central role played by spacetime symmetries in
nature. Conventional spacetime symmetries, including
Lorentz and CPT invariance, are now deeply ingrained
in modern theories such as the standard model of particle
physics and general relativity. Recent research includes
investigations of larger spacetime symmetries, notably
supersymmetry [1], and of the possibility that small vi-
olations of conventional spacetime symmetry could arise
in an underlying theory at the Planck scale [2].
The essence of spacetime supersymmetry is the exis-
tence of transformations between bosons and fermions
that yield a translation operator upon anticommutation:
[Pµ, Pν ] = [Pµ, Q] = 0,
{
Q,Q
}
= 2γµPµ, (1)
where the energy-momentum 4-vector Pµ generates
spacetime translations, the spinor Q generates super-
symmetry transformations, and γµ are the Dirac ma-
trices. Many supersymmetric Lorentz-invariant models
exist. However, if supersymmetry is relevant to nature,
experiment suggests it must be broken. Much of the phe-
nomenology of supersymmetry conducted today is there-
fore within the context of the (minimal) supersymmetric
standard model [3] in which supersymmetry-breaking but
Lorentz-preserving interactions are added by hand. This
breaking is required to be soft, in the sense that quadratic
divergences continue to be avoided even though super-
symmetry is explicitly broken. Soft supersymmetry-
breaking terms are known to be superrenormalizable, and
any nonrenormalizable terms are taken to be suppressed
by powers of the Planck scale or some other large scale
associated with new physics. Soft terms can be moti-
vated by studies of more fundamental theories and could
arise from spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry [4].
Their physical implications at low energies can be an-
alyzed in the framework of standard-model extensions
including supersymmetry-breaking terms.
In a related vein, the physical implications of the
breaking of conventional spacetime symmetries can be
investigated in the context of a general standard-model
extension [5]. Its lagrangian contains terms violating
Lorentz and CPT symmetry. The nonlocal character
of string theories offers a potential source for these
terms [6] and provides strong motivation for investi-
gating their physical implications at low energy. Like
the supersymmetry-breaking terms described above, the
Lorentz- and CPT-violating terms could arise from spon-
taneous symmetry violation. Any renormalizable terms
would dominate in studies of low-energy physics, since
the requisite inconsistencies that result from treating the
nonlocal underlying theory as a local field theory emerge
at a high-energy scale determined by the Planck mass [7].
In this work, we consider an issue unaddressed in the
literature: the existence of fully supersymmetric theo-
ries incorporating violation of Lorentz symmetry. For
simplicity, we restrict attention here to global (rigid) su-
persymmetry and consider only renormalizable models
conserving energy and momentum. A priori, even the
existence of such theories is unclear, and in fact we find
the simultaneous presence of supersymmetry and Lorentz
violation provides a strong restriction on possible models.
For definiteness, we perform the analysis in the context
of the Wess-Zumino model in four spacetime dimensions
[8]. This model involves a scalar field A, a pseudoscalar
B, a Majorana fermion ψ, an auxiliary scalar F , and
an auxiliary pseudoscalar G. The associated lagrangian
LWZ can be written as
LWZ= Lk.e. + Lm + Lg, (2)
where the kinetic terms are
Lk.e. = 12∂µA∂µA+ 12∂µB∂µB
+ 12 iψ 6∂ψ + 12F 2 + 12G2, (3)
and the mass and interaction terms are
Lm = m
(− 12ψψ +AF +BG
)
,
Lg = g√
2
[
F (A2 −B2) + 2GAB − ψ(A− iγ5B)ψ
]
. (4)
To facilitate contact with existing studies of the Lorentz-
violating standard-model extension, we adopt the con-
ventions of Ref. [5] throughout this work.
Consider the special Lorentz-violating but CPT-
preserving extension of the Wess-Zumino model given by
the lagrangian
L = LWZ + LLorentz, (5)
where
LLorentz = kµν∂µA∂νA+ kµν∂µB∂νB
+ 12kµνk
µ
ρ(∂
νA∂ρA+ ∂νB∂ρB)
+ 12 ikµνψγ
µ∂νψ. (6)
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In this equation, kµν is a real, symmetric, traceless, and
dimensionless coefficient determining the magnitude of
Lorentz violation, which for simplicity we suppose to be
small in the chosen observer inertial frame. The coeffi-
cient kµν transforms as a 2-tensor under observer Lorentz
transformations but is unaffected by particle Lorentz
transformations [5].
Direct calculation reveals that the model given by Eqs.
(5) and (6) is invariant up to a total derivative under
the following set of modified infinitesimal supersymme-
try transformations:
δA = ǫψ,
δB = iǫγ5ψ,
δψ = −(i 6∂ + ikµνγµ∂ν)(A+ iγ5B)ǫ+ (F + iγ5G)ǫ,
δF = −ǫ¯(i 6∂ + ikµνγµ∂ν)ψ,
δG = ǫ¯(γ5 6∂ + kµνγ5γµ∂ν)ψ. (7)
In this equation, ǫ is a constant Majorana spinor. These
transformation laws are observer covariant, so the super-
symmetry is independent of the observer inertial frame.
However, the presence of kµν implies the transforma-
tions are realized differently on particles with different
orientations and boosts, as is to be expected in a theory
with Lorentz violation. Note that the usual Wess-Zumino
transformations are recovered in the limit kµν → 0.
The commutator of two supersymmetry transforma-
tions (7) yields
[δ1, δ2] = 2iǫ1γ
µǫ2∂µ + 2ikµνǫ1γ
µǫ2∂
ν , (8)
which involves the generator of translations. A modified
supersymmetry algebra therefore exists. A superspace
realization of this superalgebra is discussed below.
The lagrangian (5) thus provides an explicit example of
an interacting model with both exact supersymmetry and
Lorentz violation. We know of no other supersymmetric,
CPT-preserving, and Lorentz-violating extension of the
minimal Wess-Zumino multiplet. The possible supersym-
metry transformation laws are strongly restricted by var-
ious factors, including the linearity in ǫ and the fields, the
small number of physical Lorentz-violating terms for Ma-
jorana spinors, the properties of coefficients for Lorentz
violation, and the requirement of closure of the induced
supersymmetry algebra.
The presence of kµν in the supersymmetric transforma-
tion forces a relationship on the coefficients for Lorentz
violation in Eq. (6). This is analogous to the common
mass and common couplings that are a standard conse-
quence of supersymmetric theories. Without the super-
symmetry, each of the five terms in Eq. (6) could have dif-
ferent coefficients, a variety that is reflected in the form of
the general Lorentz-violating standard-model extension.
Physical consequences of the relationship among the co-
efficients in Eq. (6) are to be expected. For example, the
fermionic propagator is
iSF (p) =
i
pµ(γµ + kµνγν)−m. (9)
Rationalizing the denominator of this propagator gives
iSF (p) = i
pµ(γ
µ + kµνγ
ν) +m
p2 + 2pµpνkµν + kµρk
ρ
νpµpν
, (10)
using the symmetry of kµν . Consequently, the scalar
and fermionic propagators have the same structure. We
therefore anticipate divergence cancellations and non-
renormalization theorems generalizing the usual results.
Note also that the Lorentz violation of the theory is
physical. The interactions eliminate the possibility of a
trivializing field redefinition [5]. For example, if Lg were
absent, then for suitable k˜µν a simultaneous field redef-
inition f(x) → exp(k˜µνxµ∂ν)f(x) of all fields in the su-
permultiplet would eliminate the terms in LLorentz while
leaving unaffected the mass terms Lm. However, with
Lg present the same field redefinition merely replaces
LLorentz with x-dependent Lorentz-violating interactions.
The Lorentz-violating CPT-preserving model (5) can
be described in a superfield formulation. Define
φ = 1√
2
(A+ iB), F = 1√
2
(F − iG). (11)
In terms of these complex scalars, the left-chiral super-
field appropriate for the model (5) is
Φ(x, θ) = φ(x) +
√
2θψL(x) +
1
2θ(1− γ5)θF(x)
+ 12 iθγ5γ
µθ(∂µ + kµν∂
ν)φ(x)
− i√
2
θθθ(6∂ + kµνγµ∂ν)ψL(x)
− 18 (θθ)2(∂µ + kµν∂ν)2φ(x). (12)
Here, the subscript L denotes projection with 12 (1− γ5).
The lagrangian (5) can then be expressed as
L = Φ∗Φ|D +
(
1
2mΦ
2|F + 13gΦ3|F + h.c.
)
, (13)
where the symbols |D and |F refer to projections onto the
D- and F -type components of the (holomorphic) func-
tions of Φ(x, θ). The theory can therefore be represented
as an action in superspace.
A superspace realization Q of the supersymmetry gen-
erators can be obtained via a coset-space construction [9].
For a supersymmetry transformation on Φ(x, θ) gener-
ated as δQΦ(x, θ) = −iǫQΦ(x, θ), the form of Q is found
to be
Q = i∂
θ
− γµθ∂µ − kµνγµθ∂ν . (14)
This induces the supersymmetry transformations (7) on
the component fields in Φ(x, θ).
The superalgebra generated by Q and Pµ = i∂µ is
[Pµ, Q] = 0,
{
Q,Q
}
= 2γµPµ + 2kµνγ
µP ν . (15)
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By virtue of the Lorentz violation, manifest through
the presence of kµν , this superalgebra lies outside the
usual list of possible supersymmetric extensions of the
Poincare´, de Sitter, or conformal algebras [10]. It ap-
pears feasible and would be of interest to obtain a gen-
eral classification of such superalgebras allowing for the
possibility of Lorentz violation.
As a more technical remark, we observe that a super-
field covariant derivative D can be introduced in analogy
with the usual case:
D = i∂
θ
+ γµθ∂µ + kµνγ
µθ∂ν . (16)
It obeys
{D,D} = −2γµPµ − 2kµνγµP ν , (17)
and has vanishing anticommutators with Q, Q. The form
of Eq. (17) implies the geometry of superspace is changed
in that the torsion is modified by the presence of Lorentz
violation. The right projection 12 (1+ γ5)D defines a left-
chiral coordinate xµ+ through the condition DRx+ = 0:
xµ+ = x
µ + 12 iθγ5γ
µθ + 12 ik
µνθγ5γνθ. (18)
In terms of xµ+, the left-chiral superfield (12) takes the
simpler form
Φ(x, θ) = φ(x+) +
√
2θRψL(x+) + θRθLF(x+), (19)
and is annihilated by DR:
DRΦ(x+, θ) = 0. (20)
The form (15) of the superalgebra involves the gener-
ator Pµ of translations. A conserved canonical energy-
momentum tensor θµν can be constructed, and Pµ is then
recovered as the spatial integral of the components θ0µ
[5,7]. The presence of derivative couplings in LLorentz
means that care is required in physical interpretation be-
cause the physically propagating supermultiplet differs
by a field redefinition from the superfield components of
Φ(x, θ). Also, the 4-momenta for one-particle states obey
modified dispersion laws. However,
[
Q,P 2
]
= 0, (21)
so the eigenvalues of P 2 must be the same for members of
the supermultiplet. Since the superpotential containing
the mass and coupling terms is unaffected by the Lorentz
violation, analogues should exist for various conventional
results on supersymmetry breaking [11]. Note also that
a supersymmetry current can be obtained because the
supersymmetry is a continuous global symmetry of the
lagrangian. The existence of the superfield formulation
implies a corresponding supercurrent superfield can be
constructed.
In the context of spontaneous Lorentz violation in an
underlying covariant string field theory, the coefficients
kµν would be related to one or more vacuum expecta-
tion values of Lorentz vector or tensor fields [6]. The
form of the transformations (7) then suggests that the
supersymmetry must be realized in a nonlinear fashion
in the underlying string field theory, since the coefficients
kµν would be associated with dynamical fields. Note also
that, even if a linear supersymmetry in the underlying
string theory breaks along with Lorentz symmetry, the
model (5) demonstrates that an exact linear supersym-
metry could still exist in the effective low-energy theory.
We next consider the more difficult challenge of con-
structing a CPT-violating extension of the Wess-Zumino
model. It is a famous result of quantum field theory that
a local Lorentz-invariant theory preserves the combina-
tion CPT [12]. However, if Lorentz invariance is aban-
doned, one can consider the addition of a CPT-odd com-
ponent to LWZ,
L = LWZ + LCPT, (22)
where
LCPT = kµ(A∂µB −B∂µA) + 12k2(A2 +B2)
− 12kµψγ5γµψ. (23)
Here, the CPT violation is controlled by kµ, which is a
real coefficient of mass dimension one transforming as a
vector under observer Lorentz transformations but as a
scalar under particle Lorentz transformations. The terms
(23) respect C but violate P or T, giving an overall CPT
violation. The appearance of the terms with coefficient
k2 = kµk
µ represents a mass renormalization varying
with the particle boost and orientation. This is necessary
for the existence of the supersymmetry below, except in
the special case of lightlike kµ.
The model (22) transforms into a total derivative un-
der the infinitesimal supersymmetry transformations
δA = ǫψ,
δB = iǫγ5ψ,
δψ = −(i 6∂ + γ5 6k)(A + iγ5B)ǫ+ (F + iγ5G)ǫ,
δF = −ǫ¯(i 6∂ − γ5 6k)ψ,
δG = ǫ¯(γ5 6∂ + i 6k)ψ. (24)
The uniqueness of this supersymmetry can be established
on dimensional grounds. Note that it acts differently on
the left-chiral multiplet and its conjugate, for example,
δψL = (−i 6∂+ 6k)(A + iB)ǫR + (F − iG)ǫL,
δψR = (−i 6∂− 6k)(A − iB)ǫL + (F + iG)ǫR. (25)
The terms (23) would emerge from LWZ under the field
redefinition
ψ → e−iγ5k·xψ,
(φ,F)→ eik·x(φ,F). (26)
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The components of the left-chiral multiplet and its conju-
gate are therefore shifted by opposite position-dependent
phases. The mass and coupling terms in Lg would
acquire CPT- and Lorentz-violating position-dependent
coefficients under the field redefinition, so if energy-
momentum is to be conserved they would need to be
added afterwards. However, they are then inconsistent
with the supersymmetry (24). The same is true of P-
odd mass or coupling terms, such as the combination
(iψγ5ψ + 2AG − 2BF ). In the absence of noninvariant
couplings, the field redefinition implies that the CPT and
Lorentz violation in Eq. (23) is unphysical.
Acting on the components of the left-chiral multiplet,
the commutator of two supersymmetry transformations
(24) gives
[δ1, δ2] |left = 2iǫ1γµǫ2∂µ − 2kµǫ1γµǫ2, (27)
which again involves the generator of translations. The
last term is a special consequence of Lorentz violation,
absent in the conventional spacetime superalgebras but
allowed here because kµ has mass dimension one. How-
ever, the commutator of two supersymmetry transforma-
tions on the right-chiral multiplet yields instead
[δ1, δ2] |right = 2iǫ1γµǫ2∂µ + 2kµǫ1γµǫ2. (28)
The relative sign change in the last term complicates a su-
perspace construction. It has features reminiscent of cen-
tral charges for conventional extended supersymmetry. It
would be interesting to obtain an explicit superspace for-
mulation of this model with a differential realization of
the supersymmetry transformations that reproduces the
intertwined relations (27) and (28). In any case, however,
there would be an obstacle to construction of an invari-
ant superpotential involving the usual F -type terms: the
F term no longer transforms as a total derivative under a
supersymmetry transformation, as follows from Eq. (24).
Although it lies beyond our present scope, it would
be of interest to investigate the possibility of Lorentz-
violating models with extended supersymmetry. Cer-
tainly, N = 1 models similar to those in Eqs. (5) and (22)
but involving several supermultiplets appear straightfor-
ward to construct. The presence of several multiplets
might permit physical CPT violation, although more
general field redefinitions that mix fields between mul-
tiplets would need to be considered. It may also be
useful to allow for variant multiplets in constructing
Lorentz-violating models. For example, the scalar φ can
be regarded as the dual of an antisymmetric 2-tensor,
for which the extra spacetime indices might permit dis-
tinct Lorentz-violating couplings. Note also that various
renormalizable Lorentz- and CPT-violating terms exist
that are unused in the model discussed above, including
(A2∂B ± B2∂A), φψγ5γµψ, and ψσµν∂λψ. It is unclear
whether there is a supersymmetric role for these terms,
which are associated with dimensionless coefficients for
Lorentz and CPT violation carrying one or three space-
time indices.
One can extend the considerations discussed here to
other representations of supersymmetry. For example,
the vector supermultiplet has a Lorentz-violating general-
ization, so a supersymmetric Lorentz-violating extension
of quantum electrodynamics should exist. Similarly, it
appears feasible to construct a supersymmetric Lorentz-
violating standard-model extension, in which case po-
tentially realistic models could be obtained by including
soft supersymmetry-breaking terms. These soft terms
would include Lorentz-violating dimension-three opera-
tors of the types discussed in Ref. [5]. In the context of
supergravity models, the scale m of the soft terms is of-
ten related to the scale Ms of supersymmetry breaking
by m ∼ M (1+n)s /MnP for some integer n > 0. Gener-
alizing the results here to local supersymmetry and lo-
cal Lorentz violation might therefore eventually uncover
determining relationships among the scale of Lorentz vi-
olation, the scale of supersymmetry breaking, and the
underlying Planck scale.
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